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The 3D show.

KUWAIT: GlassPoint Solar, the global leader in
solar enhanced oil recovery (EOR), is showcas-
ing its innovative solar steam technology at the
Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) Kuwait Oil
& Gas Show and Conference 2015 (KOGS) that
commenced on Sunday. The show will last till
October 14.

Engineers, executives and students will learn
how GlassPoint’s solution can empower oil pro-
ducers with an economic alternative to using
natural gas in heavy oil production.

At the exhibition, GlassPoint unveiled a virtu-
al reality 3D tour of Miraah, its landmark project
with Petroleum Development Oman in south-
ern Oman. Announced in July, the mega project
will harness the sun’s energy to produce an
average of 6,000 tons of steam per day, replac-
ing valuable gas. The virtual reality demonstra-
tion allows visitors to immerse themselves with-
in one of the world’s largest solar plants, experi-
encing first-hand how solar technology can be
deployed in Kuwait to achieve the country’s
energy goals. 

“Kuwait is challenged by significant natural
gas shortages, which is increasingly needed for
electrical power generation. Planned thermal
EOR projects in Kuwait will  require large
amounts of imported natural gas or other fuel
to generate steam, putting the state’s heavy oil
production in competition with other gas users,”
said Hussain Shehab, GlassPoint ’s Kuwait
Country Chairman. “Solar can provide the vast
majority of a field’s steam needs at the lowest
cost, reducing future dependence on imported
gas. In light of today’s low oil prices, solar is a
strategic solution to optimize production costs
and strengthen energy independence.” 

Commenting on the company’s growth in
Kuwait,  Shehab added, “Since GlassPoint
opened its office in Kuwait last year, we have
been seeking the right people and resources to
support the country develop its heavy oil sus-

tainably.  We are thril led to announce the
appointment of May Alzanki as GlassPoint’s
Sales and Business Development Director. May
brings more than 15 years of experience within
the international oil and gas industry and the
financial sector in Kuwait, including senior roles
at Kuwait Energy, Kuwait Financial Centre
(“Markaz”) and Kuwait Oil Company (“KOC”).”

GlassPoint CEO Rod MacGregor commented,
“The high cost of producing heavy oil coupled
with year-round sunshine makes Kuwait one of
the largest markets for solar powered oil pro-
duction worldwide. However, high winds, dust
and sandstorms create a tough operating envi-
ronment for solar. GlassPoint’s enclosed trough
technology has been proven to not only sur-

vive, but thrive in these harsh desert conditions.
Our pilot in south Oman has exceeded perform-
ance targets for nearly three years, which led to
the award of a project over one hundred times
larger. The opportunity for solar EOR in Kuwait is
just as massive, exceeding dozens of gigawatts
of thermal demand.” 

As part of KOGS, MacGregor will participate
on the panel session “Managing Innovation”
moderated by Kuwait Oil  Company and
Chevron. GlassPoint is also presenting two co-
authored technical papers “Solar Enhanced Oil
Recovery Application to Kuwait’s Heavy Oil
Fields” presented by VP Daniel Palmer and
“Economics of Steam Generation for Thermal
EOR” by Director of Sales Marwan Chaar.

Solar-powered oil production 
can strengthen energy security
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GlassPoint showcases solar enhanced oil recovery technology

The GlassPoint booth.

By Faten Omar 

KUWAIT: GlassPoint Solar is participat-
ing in the 2nd Kuwait Oil and Gas Show
(KOGS) taking place from October 11-14
at Kuwait International Fairgrounds in
Mishref. On the sidelines of the exhibi-
tion, Daniel Palmer, vice president of
sales, told Kuwait Times that GlassPoint’s
Miraah project will be a great opportuni-
ty for Kuwait. “We are here in Kuwait
because we believe that Kuwait is a very
important market in our future busi-
ness,” he said, highlighting the solar
enhanced oil recovery application for
Kuwait’s heavy oil fields.

“Kuwait is about to start developing
its heavier resources, so it recently sanc-
tioned the first phase of  a field in the
north, and this field is going to consume
a huge of amount of energy to make
steam. Heavy oil needs steam to pro-
duce, and normally this steam is gener-
ated using natural gas, but Kuwait is
short of natural gas. Luckily, Kuwait has
abundant sunshine, and it is free. Our
technology can generate steam for oil-
field operations using solar power, and
we believe that it is great opportunity
for Kuwait to use solar power in oilfields.
You will get steam at a lower cost than
by using natural gas, which can be avail-
able for the generation of electricity,”
Palmer said.

Palmer explained how solar

enhanced oil recovery (EOR) can help
Kuwait achieve its 2020 and 2030 strate-
gies. “There is enough fuel available for
the first phase, but by using solar, you
can make four times more steam than
with fuel, so they can increase produc-
tion fourfold and use the fuel to reach
strategic goals faster without burning
natural gas,” he said.

He pointed out that Miraah will be
one of the largest solar plants in history,
producing 1,021 MW of peak thermal
energy. GlassPoint is building the proj-
ect in partnership with Petroleum
Development Oman, the largest oil pro-
ducer in Oman and a joint venture
between the government, Shell, Total
and Partex. Miraah will use concentrated
sunlight to generate 6,000 tons of solar
steam each day. The steam will feed
directly to PDO’s existing thermal EOR
operations, providing a substantial por-
tion of the steam required at the Amal
oilfield in southern Oman. 

Miraah will save 5.6 trillion btu of nat-
ural gas each year. The mega project
dwarfs all previous solar EOR installa-
tions and is more than 100 times larger
than the pilot project built by GlassPoint
for PDO in 2012. When complete, the
total project area will span three square
kilometers. The project will  break
ground in late 2015 with steam genera-
tion from the first glasshouse module
projected to begin in 2017.

KUWAIT: Daniel Palmer at GlassPoint booth at the exhibition.
—Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat
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BEIJING: China’s Communist rulers will
gather later this month, state media said
yesterday, to set a course for the world’s
second-largest economy over the next five
years, as slowing growth raises global con-
cerns.

The Communist Party meeting, known
as the Fifth Plenum, is expected to focus on
structural reform and easing state control-
although such moves have been repeated-
ly promised before.

The world’s most populous country has
enjoyed a decades-long boom since the
ruling party embraced market economics
and opened up to the rest of the world
from the late 1970s.

The process has transformed the liveli-
hoods of hundreds of millions of people
and propelled the country to global promi-
nence.

But growth has been slowing for several
years, and analysts say the party needs to
embrace further liberalisation to avoid
falling into the stagnation of the “middle
income trap”, when developing countries
fail  to fulfil their full  potential.  The
Communist Party continues to issue regular
economic guidance, including Five Year
Plans and annual targets for the country’s
growth.

The Fifth Plenum will be held from
October 26 to 29, the official Xinhua news
agency reported Monday, citing a state-
ment from the Central Committee.

It will finalize the 13th Five Year Plan,
which will start next year. Under President
Xi Jinping, who took power in 2012, the
Communist Party has pledged to give mar-
kets a decisive role in the economy. But

large-scale interventions into the country’s
falling stock market this summer have
called into question the government’s will-
ingness and ability to follow through.

Beijing has poured hundreds of billions
of dollars into the market and cut interest
rates, among other measures, following a
rout that saw the Shanghai Composite
Index plunge from a high of over 5,000 in
mid-June to a low of just under 3,000 in
August.

The ruling party has committed to mak-
ing China a “moderately prosperous socie-
ty” by 2020, when the plan will complete, a
goal that includes doubling per capita
income for urban and rural residents from
2010 levels.

Continually rising prosperity is a key ele-
ment of the Communist Party’s claim to
legitimacy, but the target has seemed less
and less achievable as China’s economy has
slowed in recent years, weighed down by
overcapacity and falling exports. 

Leaders have regularly promised a “new
normal” of slower but more sustainable
growth, led by domestic consumer
demand, but the transition is proving
bumpy and global markets have been
spooked by recent economic figures. At the
meeting in October, leaders are expected
to discuss reform of state-owned enterpris-
es that continue to drag on expansion, and
their conclusions will be formally approved
by the rubber stamp legislature next year.

Plenums are key meetings of China’s
Communist leaders on specific issues, such
as one last year on the rule of law, which
issued guidelines intended to centralize
the party’s power.  — AFP

China to set new plan 
for troubled economy

MOSCOW: Gazprom yesterday resumed
gas supplies to Ukraine after receiving
prepayment of $234 million from Kiev,
assuaging European fears about a new
energy crisis ahead of the winter heating
season.

The resumption of gas supplies comes
as fighting in the east has largely died
down, fuelling hopes that the conflict
that has claimed more than 8,000 lives
can be resolved. “Gazprom began sup-
plying gas to Ukraine at 10:00 am (0700
GMT) today,” Gazprom chief Alexei Miller
said in a statement. Moscow received
$234 million of the $500 million expect-
ed from Kiev, Miller 

said, adding that Ukraine had request-
ed the delivery of 114 million cubic
meters per day, the maximum volume of
gas that could be delivered by Gazprom.
Ukraine’s state gas pipeline operator
Ukrtransgas declined to immediately
comment yesterday but the firm said last
week that Kiev was ready to purchase
two billion cubic meters of natural gas
from Russia in October.

Moscow late last month agreed to
resume gas supplies to Ukraine after
reportedly offering Kiev a rebate, ending
months of talks overshadowed by the cri-
sis in eastern Ukraine and fears for
Europe’s energy security.  Russian energy
minister had said that the price offered
was competitive with those for the gas
supplied to countries neighboring
Ukraine. 

In June, Ukraine announced it was
suspending all purchases of natural gas
from Russia over a price dispute after EU-
mediated talks broke down. 

Russia supplies around a third of
Europe’s gas, with roughly half of it flow-
ing via Ukraine.

‘God forbid severe cold’  
“This is a resumption of cooperation,”

Yury Korolchuk, an analyst with the
Institute of Energy Strategies in Kiev, told
AFP. He said that 16 billion cubic metres
of gas Ukraine currently had in its under-
ground storage facilities were not
enough to safely get through the winter.

“God forbid that severe cold hits us in
January-February and Europe takes more
(gas). This is a huge risk,” he added. “We
need at least 19 billion cubic metres to
pump into our storage facilities to ensure
gas transit.” The resumption of deliveries
could help Kiev accumulate 17 billion
cubic meters of natural gas by October
21, the “absolute minimum for the securi-
ty of gas transit to Europe,” said analysts
from VTB Capital bank.

But these reserves could not be
enough if the winter is harsh, they
warned.  End-of-year haggling over ener-
gy prices had been a familiar problem
between Russia and Ukraine but ties col-
lapsed altogether after a popular upris-
ing in Kiev ousted Kremlin-backed leader
Viktor Yanukovych last year.

Kiev has been seeking to diversify its
supply base away from Russia after
Moscow cut gas supplies to Ukraine in
2006 and 2009, interrupting transit to
Europe. Moscow hiked the price it
charges Ukraine following the ouster of
Yanukovych, which unleashed a pro-
Russian insurgency in the east of the ex-
Soviet country. With Russia slipping into
recession on the back of lower oil prices
and 

Western sanctions over Ukraine, the
economy ministry said Gazprom could
produce 414 billion cubic metres of gas
this year, an all-time low due to weak
demand, among other reasons.

Last week Ukrainian President Petro
Poroshenko said a “real truce” had begun
in eastern Ukraine but a long-lasting
peace with pro-Kremlin insurgents
would still take some time. —AFP

Russia’s Gazprom resumes 
gas supplies to Ukraine

ZURICH: Mining giant Glencore, under pressure from a
crash in commodity prices and weighed down by debt,
announced yesterday it had begun talks to sell copper
mines in Australia and Chile.

“The sale process is in response to Glencore receiving a
number of unsolicited expressions of interest for these
mines from various potential buyers,” the firm said in a
statement. It warned that the process “may or may not
result in a sale” of the two mines.

The mines in question are the Cobar mine in southwest-
ern Australia, which produces some 50,000 tons of copper
in concentrate annually, and the Lomas Bayas in the
Atacama desert in Chile, which produces around 75,000
tons of copper cathode each year. Glencore said yesterday
it would not provide further information on the possible
copper mines sales until they had been concluded “or dis-
closure is otherwise required.” Analysts with the Canaccord
institute said it was difficult to estimate the value of the
two sites without any financial details from the company.

But it suggested the Cobar mine could be worth $100-
$150 million, while the Lomas Bayas mine might fetch up
to $500 million. It said the mines might be a good fit for
copper production specialist Antofagasta, listed on the
London stock exchange, “if the price is right.”

Following yesterday’s announcement, Glencore saw its
share price slide 1.47 percent to 127.20 pence in late morn-
ing trading on the London stock exchange.

The debt-laden Swiss company, which has been hard-hit
by a commodity price collapse, has faced wild fluctuation
in its share price in recent weeks amid investor fears that
sinking commodity prices will affect its ability to meet out-
standing debt obligations.

At the beginning of September, Glencore announced a
series of drastic moves aimed at cutting its towering $30-
billion debt by a third. Among other measures, the compa-
ny has raised $2.5 billion in share sales, has halted dividend
payments until further notice and has said it will sell off a
number of assets.

Faced with shrinking metals prices, Glencore has already
mothballed output at two copper projects in Africa, and
closed a platinum mine in South Africa.  And last week, the
mining giant announced it would slash its output of zinc by
a third by suspending zinc operations at mines in two
mines Australia and Peru, and cutting production else-
where.—AFP

Glencore puts
Australian, Chile
mines up for sale

BEUNOS AIRES: A man walks by signs posted at the entrance of the Argentine
Economy Ministry reading in Spanish; “Together we will fight against the loan shark
vultures,” referring to an unresolved dispute over $1.5 billion in unpaid debts after
its record $100 billion default in 2001, known locally as “vulture funds,” in Buenos
Aires, Argentina.—AP


